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Abstract—Here we report successful demonstration of a
FET-like electrochemical nano-biosensor to accurately detect
ultralow concentrations of adenosine triphosphate. As a 2D
material, graphene is a promising candidate due to its large
surface area, biocompatibility, and demonstrated surface binding
chemistries and has been employed as the conducting channel.
A short 20-base DNA aptamer is used as the sensing element to
ensure that the interaction between the analyte and the aptamer
occurs within the Debye length of the electrolyte (PBS). Significant
increase in the drain current with progressive addition of ATP is
observed whereas for control experiments, no distinct change in
the drain current occurs. The sensor is found to be highly sensitive
in the nanomolar (nM) to micromolar ( ) range with a high
sensitivity of 2.55 , a detection limit as low as 10 pM,
and it has potential application in medical and biological settings
to detect low traces of ATP. This simplistic design strategy can be
further extended to efficiently detect a broad range of other target
analytes.
Index Terms—Adenosine triphosphate, atomic forcemicroscopy,

DNA aptamer, electrochemical detection, graphene field effect
transistor.

I. INTRODUCTION

A DENOSINE triphosphate (ATP) is present in all living
cells and provides energy for a wide variety of cellular

processes. Each molecule of ATP contains three phosphate
groups where potential energy is stored and released upon the
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phosphate group's removal. Phosphorylation and dephosphory-
lation of ATP are continuously occurring processes in cells, as
energy is needed constantly to maintain the cell's metabolism. It
is estimated that the body turns over its own weight equivalent
of ATP each day [1]. Detecting ATP is therefore of great im-
portance in various biological fields, and so far many methods
have been developed to detect ATP concentrations [2]–[4].
Due to an unprecedented growth in the area of device fabri-

cation and processing, researchers have been able to success-
fully achieve devices in the nanoscale dimension with high pre-
cision and reliability, which are comparable in size with bio-
logical structures and have paved the way in their integration.
The choice of using field effect transistors (FETs) for biosensing
applications is not new and over the years researchers have con-
sidered FET-like structures mainly due to the ease of manufac-
turing using standard device processing techniques, real-time
detection, cheap and label free detection of biomolecules, low-
level detection capability, low power consumption and possi-
bility of integration on a chip [5]–[8]. Stroscio et al. [9] demon-
strated potential application, developments, and impact of in-
tegrated biological-semiconductor devices. The term FET-like
is being used to point out the subtle difference between a tradi-
tional FET and liquid gated FET which is reported in this paper.
Aptamers are functional single-stranded DNA or RNA

molecules selected in vitro to bind to a specific target analyte
including metal ions [6], [10], [11] such as , , ;
organic and inorganic molecules [12] and proteins [13]. Ap-
tamers have been widely used as sensing element in biosensors
and have emerged as a potential alternative to natural receptors
like antibody-based immunoassays due to several advantages
including ease of synthesis and regeneration over antibodies,
high chemical and thermal stability, small size and wide range
of target binding ability [12], [14].
In recent years, there has been an increasing trend of ap-

tamer-based biosensing based on using 1D and 2D nanomate-
rials as channel components [15], [16] but there remains as-
sociated challenges and need for further exploration to design
biosensors with high sensitivity, selectivity and lower detec-
tion limit. 1D nanomaterials like nanowires and single walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) offer several advantages including
high sensitivity in comparison to their bulk counterparts, size
compatibility, and also biocompatibility [7]. However, the main
disadvantage of using 1D material is that their synthesis and
integration process is not so typical and requires sophisticated
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of liquid gated FET-like aptamer-based
biosensor with a single layer of graphene deposited on a PDMS substrate acting
as the conducting channel; silver paste serves as contacts for both source and
drain. Inset showing the immobilized aptamers with a 5' pyrene modification
attached to the graphene layer via - stacking undergoing conformational
change upon addition of ATP.

fabrication techniques to realize them. This is one of the rea-
sons that have impaired their use in practical applications. As a
result, 2D materials like graphene [5], [6], [17], [18] and
[15] have gained much attention and are being extensively in-
vestigated as an alternative to 1D structures to form the channel
component. Graphene is of particular interest in biosensing due
to its 2D structure, biocompatibility and effective ligand surface
binding chemistries and as a result, has been considered in this
aptamer-based work. There are different approaches to design
aptamer-based label free biosensors which can be classified as
electrochemical [5], [17], optical [19]–[21] and mass-sensitive
[22], [23], based on their detection methodology. Here we re-
port a label free aptamer-based electrochemical biosensor em-
ployingmonolayer graphene as the conducting channel to detect
adenosine triphosphate. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation
of the liquid gated FET-like aptamer-based biosensor.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Fabrication of Graphene FET Like Structures
Graphene FET-like devices were fabricated at the University

of California at Irvine using previously-described protocols [5].
Briefly, graphene was grown on copper foil via low pressure
chemical vapor deposition and transferred onto a polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) layer. Raman investigation was performed
to verify monolayer properties of graphene [24] and indicate
any defects [25] caused during transfer-printing. A rectangular
hollow PDMS piece was then placed on top, forming a well
with a graphene layer on the bottom and PDMS on the sides.

Source and drain terminals were created by coating the edges of
the graphene surface outside the well with colloidal silver paste
(Ted Pella, Redding, CA, USA).

B. Aptamer Immobilization on Graphene Surface
A stock solution of 75 aptamer was diluted to 15

in anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) (Sigma Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA). A 50- drop of aptamer solution was
placed into the well of the FET-like structure and left for 2 h at
room temperature. The well was then washed three times with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove any unattached
aptamers and filled with 50 of PBS. For control purposes,
separate wells were prepared with no aptamer present to con-
firm that the aptamer-ATP binding was in fact the cause of any
changes in device transfer curves.

C. Electrochemical Detection of ATP
Ag/AgCl gate electrode (Microelectrodes, Inc., Bedford,

NH, USA) filled with 3 M KCl was placed into the PBS inside
the well. Gate voltages of 0.8 to 0.8 V were applied and
source-drain current measurements were carried out using
an Agilent semiconductor parameter analyzer. ATP (Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in PBS and various
concentrations in the range of 0.1 pM to 1 mM were added to
the well, at which point device transfer curves were obtained.
Aside from the control experiments with no aptamer present,
additional control experiments were performed in which the
amino acid L-cysteine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)
was added to the aptamer-functionalized device instead of ATP.
While any non-target molecule would serve the purpose, L-cys-
teine is comparable in size to ATP, making it more suitable for
control experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Favorable Conformations and Analytical Selection of ATP
Aptamer
ATP aptamer sequence was chosen based on previously

published work by Huizenga et al. and Li et al. (Table I) [26],
[27]. The aptamers used in these studies all contain a common
20-base motif, suggesting that it is the key binding site of
ATP [27], [28]. Since our study requires the aptamer and ATP
binding to occur as close as possible to the graphene surface so
as to not exceed the Debye length of the electrolyte, the shortest
aptamer sequence is preferable. Therefore, the 20-base se-
quence 5'-/Pyrene/GGGGGAGTATTGCGGAGGAA-3' from
Biosearch Technologies (Novato, CA, USA) was used. The
favorable conformations based on the lowest folding energies
are shown in Fig. 2 obtained using the Mfold software. The
5' pyrene group serves to bind the aptamer to the graphene,
since the benzene rings on the pyrene group interact with the
graphene via - stacking.

B. AFM Technique for Structural Verification of DNA
Aptamer-Graphene Binding
There are different detection techniques that are used to verify

the immobilization of the DNA aptamer on the graphene sur-
face. Optical detection using fluorescent quantum dot tagged
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Fig. 2. Most probable conformations of ATP aptamer selected for this study,
produced using Mfold software.

TABLE I
SEQUENCES OF ATP APTAMERS USED IN PREVIOUSLY-PUBLISHED STUDIES.
THE HIGHLIGHTED MOTIF WAS CONSISTENT IN TWO OF THE APTAMERS AND

WAS THEREFORE USED IN THIS STUDY

aptamer is a common method to verify the binding [6]. Instead
we report a further simpler technique using atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM). 15 solution of the aptamer was prepared
and 10 was drop casted on one side of the graphene sur-
face and was left overnight. No aptamer was dropped on the
other side of the graphene surface. The sample was washed thor-
oughly for 12 h to remove any unbound aptamers and impuri-
ties from the surface. AFMmeasurements were performed using
Bruker ICON Dimension system as shown in Fig. 3. The ap-
tamer attached regions shows structures of height around 20–50
nm assumed to be originating due to coalescing of aptamers
binding to the graphene surface whereas the no aptamer region
does not have any distinguishable structures. Non-uniform sur-
face appearing in the no aptamer region is believed to be origi-
nating due to the surface roughness of the PDMS substrate. To
verify reproducibility, measurements were performed on mul-
tiple samples following the exact same procedure.

Fig. 3. (a) AFM images showing no aptamer region and (b) cluster of aptamers
on the graphene surface scanned over an area of 1 by 1 . Inset of plots
shows corresponding 2D profile.

C. Graphene FET Device Characteristics and Detection
Mechanism
The device transfer characteristics (drain current vs. gate

voltage ) measured using HP 4156B parameter analyzer,
exhibit ambipolar field effect characteristics as shown in Fig. 4.
The relative change in the is measured at the minimum
conductance point of the transfer curve also known as the Dirac
point. The measurements have been repeated over different
samples and the Dirac point is found to be shifted from the
origin to a small positive voltage range (0.2–0.4 V). This shift
is assumed to be occurring due to unintentional p-type doping
from deionized water and also due to impurities incorporated
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Fig. 4. Transfer characteristics of the sensor at constant .

Fig. 5. - transfer characteristics of the FET-like sensor with varied ATP
concentrations progressively added in the presence of aptamer.

on or underneath the graphene surface during the fabrication
process [29], [30]. The at corresponding points for
different samples are found to be within the range 4.4–13.5

as the current depends on the properties of the graphene
surfaces.
An in depth analysis is necessary to clearly understand the

underlying mechanism of the graphene based biosensor. The
quality of the graphene layer and the length of aptamer sequence
being used are two important factors that determine the response
of the sensor. Due to ambipolar characteristics of graphene, the
device transfer curve is assumed to have two separate sections
across the Dirac point occurring due to the formation of two
different conduction channels depending on the channel carrier
density as a function of the applied gate voltage. is found to
be increasing on the right side of the Dirac point indicating an
n-type channel formation due to accumulation of electrons at a
higher gate voltage. The left side of the Dirac point indicates a
p-type region due to formation of channel with holes as majority
carriers.
Fig. 5 shows the - plot with aptamer and ATP target con-

centration added progressively from 0 pM to 1 mM. The gate
voltage is varied from 0.8 to 0.8 V and the source-drain
voltage is maintained constant at 0.3 V.
Due to short aptamer structure which is inside the Debye

length of the electrolyte [31], reaction occurs between the target
and the aptamer resulting in conformational change in the ap-
tamer structure and the change is reflected in the charge distribu-
tion in the electrolyte on the graphene layer. As determined ex-
perimentally, the current, , at the Dirac point is found to be in-
creasing with increasing target concentration. point also

Fig. 6. Control experiments showing - transfer characteristics of the FET-
like sensor (a) ATP without aptamer present and (b) L-cysteine with the aptamer
present.

decreases and experiences a negative shift indicating an n-type
doping effect introduced due to charge carriers. The percentage
change in current after adding ATP has been used to indicate
the detection mechanism in this paper. The results are in agree-
ment with previous studies by Zuo et al. [32] which reported an
aptamer-based target-responsive electrochemical switch where
the peak current increased with increase in the aptamer concen-
tration; Li et al. [19] reported detection based on change in the
resonance energy transfer.

D. Selectivity, Sensitivity, and Detection Limit of ATP
Electrochemical Sensor

To test the selectivity of the sensor, control experiments were
performed with no aptamer attached to the graphene surface and
L-cysteine as the target analyte as shown in Fig. 6. The lack of
response from both control experiments relative to the ATP with
aptamer experiments where we observe a significant increase in
the at Dirac point, helps us to conclude the successful de-
tection of ATP. It can be also seen from both the control ex-
periments that there is no significant shift in the point
indicating no doping effect which proves there is no change in
the surface charge distribution and hence the biosensor is non
receptive to other targets.
A nonlinear trend line as shown in Fig. 7(a) is used to ob-

tain a fit with the data measured at the Dirac point following
the exponential decay model which shows strong correlation
( ). The normalized relative percentage change in
while the target concentration is varied from 0 pM–1 mM is
plotted in Fig. 7(b). The sensitivity of the sensor is calculated by
taking the first order derivative of the nonlinear trendline equa-
tion, as in (1) and is found to be within the
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Fig. 7. (a) Selectivity of the sensor calculated based on normalized percentage
change in the due to variation in target concentration from 0 pM–1 mM at the
Dirac point and (b) change in obtained due to change in theATP concentration
and fitted with a nonlinear trend line following the exponential decay model.

range 0 pM–50 where is the concentration value ex-
pressed in micromolar ( ).

(1)

It is seen that the sensor's ability to detect any current change
starts to saturate after 100 target concentration, which can
be considered as an upper bound. The upper detection limit
is bound due to the device structure where the dimensions of
the well containing the electrolyte is roughly (0.8 cm 0.4 cm
0.2 cm) and is designed mainly to detect ultralow concentra-

tions.
The traditional method of approximating the lower bound of

detection (LOD) by dividing resolution by sensitivity fails to
apply in this case as our sensor is non-reusable in nature and
one needs to perform repeated measurements to calculate the
resolution [33]. In order to analyze the lower detection limit of
the proposed sensor, target concentration has been added as low
as 1 pM and the response of the sensor is recorded. The lowest
target concentration detected was between 1 pM and 10 pM due
to the instrumental limitation determined from the resolution of
the HP 4156B parameter analyzer which is found to be
in the measurement range of this work.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have reported a unique liquid gated FET-like

nanobiosensor and proved its effectiveness to successfully de-
termine ultralow concentration of ATP target analytes. Several

advantages of the sensor include label free detection, simplistic
design, stability, high selectivity and sensitivity, and low con-
centration detection capability. Our sensor based on electro-
chemical sensing shows comparable and better response than
previously reported strategies employing FRET [19], [20], [34];
TREAS [32] or nanoparticle based ATBR [35] to detect ATP.
Comparable to our sensor performance, only a few investiga-
tors—including Li et al.—have previously reported detection
limit of 0.01 nM and operating range within 0.1 nM–1 .
Others [20], [32], [34], [35] have reported operating range and
detection limit primarily in the millimolar (mM) range and our
sensor outperforms them by a significant margin and thus of-
fers a new direction for low power, high performance electro-
chemical sensing of a wide range of target analytes based on
nanoscale graphene platform.
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